Swissreg extract - trademarks

Extract date : 08.06.2022
Trademark no. : 782335
Application no. : 06664/2022
Filing date / beginning of term of protection : 14.05.2022
Expiry date : 14.05.2032
Source of first publication : Swissreg
Date of first publication : 08.06.2022

Debian

Owner
Software Freedom Institute SA
Impact Hub, Beaulieu
avenue Bergières 10
1004 Lausanne

Goods and services
9
Logiciels et matériel informatique.

Nice classification no.
9

Trademark register entry date
08.06.2022

Opposition status
No opposition filed
Status at registration

The status of the trademark at the time of the entry is shown in the SOGC No. of 08.06.2022.
History

08.06.2022 recording
Published in Swissreg on 08.06.2022